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Craquelle Victorian Tiles
Trends that set the scene

Craquelle Victorian tiles are a classic, everlasting 

product available in 14 inspired colours and finished in 

a unique crackle glaze. These Victorian tiles embody 

traditional styles with a vintage look and feel. 

Interior trends are constantly changing, but the 

consistent use of colour and texture in a space is 

fundamental. Craquelle Victorian tiles will give a depth 

to your space that is subtle but beautiful. Create a 

dynamic and valuable finish in your home kitchen, 

bathroom or fireplace.

Opportunities to create a unique aesthetic within 

a commercial interior are also possible- from warm 

earth tones to cool blues, there is a colour that 

will inspire design concepts for hotels, bars and 

restaurants.



Applications
Craquelle Victorian tiles are popular wall tiles used in both residential and commercial settings. 

Commonly featured in kitchen splashbacks, bathrooms and in the restoration of non functioning 

fireplaces, they are also perfect feature tiles for commercial interiors. 

Bathroom
A unique and timeless wall tile finish, 

our Craquelle Victorian tiles are a 

beautiful addition to any bathroom. 

Featured along side embossed or 

more traditional decorative moulded 

pieces, you can create an authentic  

Victorian or Art Deco style bathroom.

For a more contemporary look and 

feel, select a single tone for the walls 

and pair it with modern fittings and 

fixtures. 



Kitchen Splashback

Kitchens are an extension of our living space, 

designed to be functional but finished to be 

luxurious. Craquelle Victorian tiles can be used 

as a splashback tile, bringing luxury and beauty 

into your kitchen design. 

Fireplace
 

Craquelle Victorian tiles are used to rest 

existing period fireplaces. Applied to the 

hearth or the surround of a non-functioning 

fireplace, they are often coupled with hand 

moulded and painted decorative tiles.
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Aesthetics
Craquelle Victorian tiles are known and also referred to as crackle tiles. This intentional ‘crazing’ effect 

is caused by the thermal expansion, the cracks appearing as the surface  glazing cools. The  gloss 

finish of the tile allows for the effective reflection of light creating a luminous surface. With the added 

element of texture in the crackle, any surface finished in our Craquelle Victorian tile will bring elegance 

and subtle glamour into your design.

Manufactured to the proportions of the original American subway tile and with a thickness of 9.5mm, 

there is no limit to the variety of patterns that can be created on installation. From chevron to stacked 

or a more traditional brick pattern, each will provide a unique finish and aesthetic.



Decor Colours
Our Craquelle Victorian tiles come in 14 decor colours to complement classic traditional styles or 

modern contemporary designs. Choosing the right colour can enhance the look of your creative 

design and make your space a remarkable piece of work.

Black
A strong achromatic colour 
that represents luxury and 
sophistication. 

Bottle Brown
A nature-inspired tone, that 

draws on earthy connotations. 

Honey
A striking deep dark amber tone.

Light Honey
A lighter honeycomb tone.

Burgundy
A rich deep reddish-brown that 

represents timelessness and 

elegance in design.

Heritage Green
A dark mix of yellow and green, 

a colour that brings nature 

into your living space and 

symbolises calmness.

Tips for use; Contrast against a bright colour 
or combine it with a white for a bold, classic 
statement.

Tips for use; Works harmoniously with warm 
tones and can be contrasted with softer whites.

Tips for use; Works harmoniously with warm 
tones and can be contrasted with softer whites.

Tips for use; Works harmoniously with warm 
tones and can be contrasted with softer whites.

Tips for use; Works beautifully with shades of 
grey and can be paired with teal, gold, or yellow.

Tips for use; Greens can be combined with both 
warm and cool hues making it a very versatile 
colour.



Dark Green
A bold green that presents a 

classic look and feel. 

Light Green
A softer, pastel tone.

Dark Teal
A stylish defined, deep 

blue-green that evokes 

a sense of calmness.
Tips for use; Coordinate with white to create a 
classic look.

Light Teal Blue
A Lighter, cooler blue that 

evokes a summer vibe. 

Dark Blue
A brilliant blue that evokes 

drama and is very dynamic. 

Sky Blue
A fresh and playful blue.

Victorian Ivory
A warm off-white that provides 

the perfect base for any design 

concept.

Victorian White
The lightest achromatic colour, 

that provides a backdrop to all 

design.

Tips for use; Create vibrant and strong colour 
combinations with orange, gold and purple.

Tips for use; Create bold combinations with 
orange and green.

Tips for use; Pair with cream, white and gold.

Tips for use; Complement with grey or contrast 
with red, blue or gold.

Tips for use; Immerse yourself in white to create 
crisp, clean and minimalist spaces, or use as a 
canvas and combine it with any other colour.

Tips for use; Greens can be combined with both 
warm and cool hues making it a very versatile 
colour.

Tips for use; Greens can be combined with both 
warm and cool hues making it a very versatile 
colour.



Technical information 

Application Thickness Dimensions Finish

Residential and 
commercial 9.5mm 152mm x 76mm Craquelle Glazed

* Craquelle Victorian tiles are required to be sealed when applying to areas with 
high water usage.
* Craquelle Victorian tiles are to be applied to non functioning fireplaces.
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